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Python Essential Reference (3rd Edition) (Developer's Library)Sams Publishing, 2006
Python Essential Reference, Second Edition, is the definitive guide to the Python programming language. Designed for programmers, it covers the core language, more than 100 modules in the standard library, and the techniques used to extend Python with compiled procedures in C or C++. Coverage expands upon and clarifies existing Python...
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Building Tag Clouds in Perl and PHPO'Reilly, 2006
Tag clouds are everywhere on the web these days. First popularized by the web sites Flickr, Technorati, and del.icio.us, these amorphous clumps of words now appear on a slew of web sites as visual evidence of their membership in the elite corps of "Web 2.0." This PDF analyzes what is and isn't a tag cloud, offers design...
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Effective Perl Programming: Writing Better Programs With PerlAddison Wesley, 1997
Effective Perl Programming is a gem of a Perl book. Its author, Joseph Hall, is a well-known Perl instructor and frequent poster on the seminal comp.lang.perl.misc newsgroup. The book's technical editor is none other than Randal Schwartz, noted Net personality, enigmatic author of Learning Perl, and contributor to Programming...
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Pro OpenSSHApress, 2005
SSH, or Secure Shell, is the de facto standard among users and administrators who wish to establish secure communication between disparate networks. This book is authored by a Fortune 100 system administrator, who will provide you with a highly practical reference for configuring and deploying OpenSSH in your own environment.

Some of the...
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Schaum's Easy Outline HTMLMcGraw-Hill, 2003
What could be better than the bestselling Schaum's Outline series? For students looking for a quick nuts-and-bolts overview, it would have to be Schaum's Easy Outline series. Every book in this series is a pared-down, simplified, and tightly focused version of its predecessor. With an emphasis on clarity and brevity, each new title features a...
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Professional PHP ProgrammingPeer Information Inc, 1999
This book covers middle-tier programming with PHP.

 PHP is a server-side, HTML-embedded scripting language. It is an open source technology, rapidly gaining popularity as a scripting language for people running dynamic websites. One of its major attractions over Perl, JavaScript and other scripting languages is that PHP has a built-in...
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Spidering HacksO'Reilly, 2003
Written for developers, researchers, technical assistants, librarians, and power users, Spidering Hacks provides expert tips on spidering and scraping methodologies. You'll begin with a crash course in spidering concepts, tools (Perl, LWP, out-of-the-box utilities), and ethics (how to know when you've gone too far:...
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Network Security Tools : Writing, Hacking, and Modifying Security ToolsO'Reilly, 2005
This concise, high-end guide shows experienced administrators how to customize  and extend popular open source security tools such as Nikto, Ettercap, and  Nessus. It also addresses port scanners, packet injectors, network sniffers, and  web assessment tools. Network Security Tools is the one resource you want at  your side when locking down your...
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C+ + for Programmers (Deitel Developer Series)Prentice Hall, 2009
The professional programmer’s DEITEL® guide to C++ and object-oriented application development

Written for programmers with a background in high-level language programming, this book applies the Deitel signature live-code approach to teaching programming and explores the C++ language and C++ Standard...
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Beginning Perl, 3rd EditionApress, 2010

	Perl was originally written by Larry Wall while he was working at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Labs. Larry is an Internet legend, known not just for Perl, but as the author of the UNIX utilities rn, one of the original Usenet newsreaders, and patch, a tremendously useful tool that takes a list of differences between two files and allows you to...
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Java Closures and LambdaApress, 2015

	This book is the culmination of many brash years and hard lessons. The story starts all the way back when I migrated from C++ into perl. The perl programming language was amazingly powerful compared to the low-level manipulations and bookkeeping of C++. (The fact that it was “slow” never bothered me – I would rather write...
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Essential Windows NT System AdministrationO'Reilly, 1998

	
		Windows NT systems are often said to "manage themselves." This book is for those times when things don't quite work out that way, when somebody who knows what's going on needs to intervene.Essential Windows NT System Administration helps you manage Windows NT systems as productively as possible, making the...
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